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1. ~~~~~i~~~~~~~ motions in scram cm cawse burst 

A modification to our water-reflected oralloy assembly The tion showed that the pneumatic scram was the 
Aquarium (below, left) resulted in our first remote, acci- effective and led to two types of difficul 
dental burst. Designed originally for determining the reactivity of the left hand c 
neutron multiplication of a single piece of fissionable metal stationary cylinder, ? am? 
in water, it included, as one scram, a pneumatic cylinder water brought the ‘two 
that raised the,unit out of t.he water. A traveling support burst of ~10~’ fissions pr 
and a second unit was added, so that distances- between 
two units could be determined, and a dropping Cd screen 
was provided as an additional scram. When scrammed, 
local radiation detectors went off scale and a cloud of steam 
showed on the monitoring television screen. Reconstruc- 
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&t is Jemima, another assembly 
&#ich we had trouble-this 
&rithmetie. During buildup 
&ved critical, indication that 

%&dgd plate of enriched uranium 
@rake the system supercritical 
$,e,rtain margin was erroneously 

.p,n$ed as meaning that it was 
@@,iesl by that same margin. 
&&rapid assembly (even though 

@led increments were avail- 
@d to a burst of 7 X lOI fis- 
a:bi.it no damage. A plot of 

(far right), omitted in this 
en though called for by our 

regulations, could hardly 
misinterpreted, but sure 

ycomb assembly (right}, 
&& for. which we still can 

?&r. stopping m.echanism 
$fIthe relatively sluggish 

a, the active region. 
&j@:by long sandwiches of 
&&Gum foil (0.005 in. 

@:&aphite that slipped in- 
“‘& tubes. Too large. a 

?%ore, and incautious 
:‘t; a, burst of 3 x ‘W 
;“initial part of the 

‘@@ion was fast, the final 
$gmrd the system became 
&re the slow range was 
i&t the foils were not 

‘I $ ‘. ..: :+ 
r miss- 
.P.werenst safe 
pocuous changes in an 
t.. have very surprising 

er Honeycomb as-. 
Kright), a potentially 

:‘eould easily have 
&~e not been feeling 

4.y and deliberately. 
sd from an assembly 
Be islands, in which 

I~nd fuel proved 
to this as- 


